A model of synchronization of motor acts to a stimulus sequence. I. Timing and error corrections.
A closed-loop timing model is proposed that accounts for several phenomena observed in tasks which require production of a sequence of motor acts in synchrony with a sequence of stimuli. In contrast to the previous models, variables available to the central nervous system of a subject (internal variables) and externally measurable variables are distinguished, and several physiologically justifiable internal variables are included. The model assumes the existence of (a) an internal timekeeper producing a reference interval that is used in a motor-control unit for timing of the next motor command; (b) an intrinsic (subjective) synchrony that relies on some a posteriori (feedback) information about the already executed onset of the motor act. A two-way error-corrective mechanism is hypothesized: (1) period (inverted frequency) corrections--the reference interval (period) is set at the beginning of the task according to the interstimulus-onset interval(s) and later corrected for differences between its duration and the actual duration of s; (2) phase corrections--internal synchronization errors (i.e., time gaps between the central temporal availability of internal representations of stimuli and of some feedback aspect of responses) are corrected for directly in the motor-control unit. Objectively measured systematic asynchrony of responses and stimuli is determined by the internal delays in information transduction. Finally, the model is used for making predictions of a subject's performance in some other experimental settings of the synchronization task.